
East Campus HouseComm 

2/26/14 
 

All halls are here. 

 

Announcements from Jes 
There’s a study break with free food for the Dorm Electricity Competition, which we won last year. The 

break’s tomorrow. Go nuts.  

There’s Ikea shelving in a pile in Talbot. If your hall wants some, come take some! Beast calls some dibs. 

Also, the ownerless desk is still here. 

Nelson would like the courtyard to look more presentable, like by removing the stage, but the CPW 

chairs need the stage for CPW. Let’s keep it, but cut down the tacky 4x4s poking out of it. 

Housemaster search is not yet underway. Tom and Kate are meeting with Humphreys next week to talk 

about it. If you have thoughts, like you already know you want to be on the advisory committee, email 

Jes. 

Regarding Airgas, dannybd talked to someone, and as a result deliveries should no longer arrive 

between midnight and 5am. 

 

Elections 
Toolcomm maintains EC’s stash of tools.  

Nominations 

 duffield 

 sqshemet 

 ava_chen 

 srkeyes 

 nmccoy 

How will you not lose tools? 

nmccoy: rfid tool check out 

srkeyes: tool box on each hall (but halls will not be charged for broken tools) 

ava_chen: rfid tag tools 

duffield: tarp for cpw 

sqshemet: elect steven 



srkeyes, ava_chen, nmccoy are the new Toolcomm. 

 

PianoComm – paid some money to get the piano tuned; also runs the music room, which has some neat 

stuff in it 

Nominations 

 clian 

clian is the new PianoComm. 

 

ComComm – community service comm; should probably talk to Nelson; in the past, they’ve provided 

stamps and materials for people to vote 

Nominations 

 alabine 

alabine is the new ComComm. 

 

BikeComm – maintains EC’s stash of bike tools and can answer bike questions 

Nominations 

 nwfine 

nwfine is the new BikeComm. 

 

SewingComm – maintains the EC sewing machine, which currently needs to be twiddled with. 

Nominations 

 awaln – fixed the sewing machine yesterday 

 lucyyang – owns a sewing machine 

 evschell – “I can fix small sewing machine things” 

Helena: “How will you keep track of the sewing machine?” 

Billy: “RFID” 

Molly: “The correct answer is collateral.” 

Alyssa: “No it’s not; that would be too long to take collateral.” 

Alyssa thinks teasha’s name is /ti:'ɒʃə/. 

Jes: Why don’t we elect 3 sewing comms? 



Jes appoints awaln, lucyyang, and evschell the new SewingComm. 

 

ConcertComm – runs the concert in the fall; Joeg runs a lot of it, you just have to apply for funding 

through the Large Events Fund and register the event 

Nominations 

 jisenhar 

jisenhar is the new ConcertComm. 

 

SudsComm 

Jes: “Let’s just leave the current person” 

Wow Jes is decisive. 

 

GardenComm – we’ll get back to this later when we find up what’s up with the garden project 

 

EC Historian – does what it sounds like 

Niddy: “I would love to continue being EC Historian, if democracy allows.” 

Jes: “Let’s keep Leonid and appoint Danny as his apprentice” 

Niddy continues being EC Historian, and dannybd is his apprentice. 

 

Jes appoints Pheobe to DarkroomComm. 

 

Budget 
Our budget is $28,075. Jes thinks it’s ok. 

Jes: “Our cumulative account balance is the highest it’s been in 10 years.” 

Sonja: “If you requested money as a comm, we’re willing to take the risk that you use all of it.” 

Sonja’s gonna send the budget to ec-comms. She read it to us. 

Fallcomm is going to spend their budget on an easter egg hunt. 

 

 



Leonid’s Server Room Project 

Niddy: There has been a server room, and many hall servers lived there, but it had sketchy wiring, and 

various authorities, like IST and Joeg, took it down, but they said we could have it if we paid them to do 

it. It will cost less that $5000. 

 

Kate Delaney: I don’t think we can whiteballot the budget… 

The halls unanimously pass the budget. 


